
 
 

Kaltura Eagle Release – What’s New? 

 

New Upload Tab 

Based on customer feedback, we have created a 

new and improved Upload tab directly within the 

main menu of the KMC. The Upload tab, which 

opens over any page within the KMC, presents a list 

of ingestion options and capabilities to choose 

from, including upload from desktop, record from 

webcam, bulk upload and import from URL, as well 

as new options to prepare an entry prior to 

attaching the media itself to the entry (see more on 

this below in the Advanced Ingestion Capabilities 

section). 

 

Upload Control 

Fully control the order of your uploads based on your priorities, and monitor their progress. 

Uploading takes place in the background, allowing users to continue working within the KMC 

until their files are ready for publishing. 

  



 
 

Multi Lingual Captions and In Video Search 

Kaltura has extended and improved support for multi lingual captions, allowing users to upload 

caption files directly to the Kaltura Management Console (KMC), in multiple languages and 

formats. Caption files can be presented within the Kaltura player using Kaltura’s captions plugin 

and pulled via the API for search engine optimization. Kaltura’s accessibility player plugin also 

makes the captions readable via screen readers and therefore helps organizations adhere to 508 

compliancy regulations. Kaltura’s “In Video Search” API allows users to for a specific phrase 

within a library of videos and within the search results directs the user to the exact point in the 

video where the phrase appears. 

Key Benefits and Functionality 

In Video Search 

Publishers can use the Kaltura API and code skeleton to search within the captions and point the 

viewer directly to the relevant point in time. Search is done across a catalogue of videos making 

the discovery process easy and accessible, especially when searching in a large amount of 

content. 

 

Contact your account manager to learn more on how to integrate this functionality into your 

website and environment. 

Adding multi lingual captions to a video 

Publishers are able to upload caption files for media entries directly through the KMC entry 

window under the Captions tab. Publishers can set the language for each caption file, as well as 

configure the label that appears on the player.  



 
 

 

 

Presenting captions in the Kaltura Video Player  

It is easy to add the captions plugin to any video player by selecting the captions plugin in the 

Features list within the Kaltura studio in the KMC. Captions will then appear in the player, and 

allow viewers to select their preferred language. 



 
 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Clipping and Trimming  

Publishers can now easily create highlight reels from a long piece of content, with Kaltura’s easy-

to-use clipping and trimming tools within the KMC. Every clip creates a new video file that is 

encoded to multiple flavors, can be downloaded, distributed and played back on any device. 

Users can launch the clipping tool from within the edit entry window, and create new clips by 

setting in and out points for each clip. 

Trimming allows users to replace the original file, while clipping creates a new entry. 

 



 
 

 

 

Advertising – Mid-rolls and overlays managed per video 

Kaltura allows publishers to set and manage cue-points within each video and to define with 

great accuracy the exact timing of mid roll ads and overlays. Cue-points for ads can be set in 

bulk, by uploading an xml format, or one by one using the UI. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Metadata improvements and related files 

Kaltura has further extended its flexible metadata functionality and now allows publishers to 

manage multiple schemas, use them in the KMC, and upload related files of any type into the 

entry context.  

Key Benefits and Functionality 

Multiple metadata schemas 

Having multiple metadata schemas allows publishers to combine related fields into groups that 

are both visually separate and have separate API calls.  



 
 

 

Configuration of these separate schemas is available through the Custom Data section in the 

KMC. 

 

 



 
 

Uploading Related Files 

Publishers are able to append related files such as legal documents, presentations and 

documents to video entries.  These files can be managed through the KMC and can also be 

exposed to end users via the API.  

 

 

 

Advanced Ingestion Capabilities 

Kaltura has extended the system’s flexibility and deployment options by decoupling the content 

ingestion, transcoding and hosting services and providing the option to use each as an 

independent service. By using a “mix and match” of the desired services, Kaltura can tailor the 

optimal solution for each publisher’s needs.  

Key Benefits and Functionality 

Control the order of ingestion, create “Draft Entry” with metadata and attach video later  

Publishers are able to prepare a Kaltura media entry and add the relevant media files afterward.  

This enables an efficient and fast paced content ingestion operation and is mainly useful for 

allowing editorial workflows and operational processing to happen in parallel. This is also useful 

to prepare media entries that are transcoded on the customer’s side prior to ingestion into and 



 
 

the KMC.  Content editors are able to create a new media entry 

in the KMC and set its metadata and publishing information 

before, or in parallel, to the actual media processing, and add 

the related media files to the existing entry when ready.  

 

To prepare an entry and create metadata prior to ingestion and 

processing, simply click on the Upload tab, 

 and select “Video Entry”. This will open a “Draft Entry”  

where you can fill in all metadata, thumbnail, access control, 

etc. you can later attach the media file by uploading it 

directly or via the new advanced alternatives described below. 

 

Use your own transcoders, and ingest the output flavors to Kaltura 

Publishers can ingest media entries that have already been transcoded locally into multiple 

flavors and then ingest the files into the KMC. Ingestion can be done via uploading through the 

KMC UI, linking to an existing hosting site, submitting an XML with file links or using the Kaltura 

API. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Host videos at your preferred location and link to Kaltura 

This use case is typically combined with transcoding performed on the publisher’s side, after 

which the output files are pushed directly to CDN hosting, or to a local intranet delivery source. 

In this case, Kaltura essentially only manages the metadata while media files themselves are 



 
 

delivered directly from the publisher through a CDN to the viewer. 

Linking between the files and Kaltura can be done through the KMC, API, or drop folder xml 

ingestion (see below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use Drop Folders to automate content ingestion  

Publishers are able to fully or partially automate their content ingestion processing, utilizing a 

“watched” drop folder, monitored by the Kaltura system.  

 

Use the Kaltura Drop Folder service to: 

1. Automate or partially automate an on-going content ingestion workflow. 

2. Support bulk ingestion of content to Kaltura, either when you set up an account and migrate 

a large amount of existing content, or on an on-going basis. 

3. Work with content providers and operational teams who do not have access to the Kaltura 

Management Console (KMC) or any other content management application. 

Kaltura’s drop folder service was designed to support a variety of integration requirements and 

business needs, and has flexible configuration options.  



 
 

Key configuration options include:   

 Drop folder location:  

o Hosted on the Kaltura Cloud, publisher pushes the content; OR 

o Hosted on-premise by the publisher, Kaltura pulls the content 

 Drop folder input package 

o a single source file; OR 

o a complete media package including multiple flavors and metadata xml. 

 Drop folder processing policy 

o Create a new entry based on the input package; OR 

o Add to an existing entry  

Drop folders can now be managed and controlled via the KMC UI: 

 

Contact your Kaltura account manager to learn more about how drop folders can simplify your 

workflow, and to activate and configure drop folders on your account. 

 

Seamlessly replace video assets for a Kaltura entry  

Publishers are able to replace media files of an existing media entry when needed; this is 

especially useful in cases when media assets need to be re-edited by the publishers following 

ingestion to Kaltura. 

 Enables seamless replacement of media even if media is already published/ syndicated/ 

distributed – media is replaced in all published instances. 

 Replacement of all multiple-bitrate media assets (flavors)in one transaction. 

 Allows review and approval of new media prior to the actual replacement. 



 
 

 Integral part of the entry life-cycle and content management workflow: entry ID, 

metadata and analytics information are not affected while media assets are replaced. 

The new Replace Video Workflow can be accessed within the Flavors tab in the Edit Entry 

window: 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: Certain features do not apply to all Kaltura packages, please contact your 

Account Manager for more information. 

 

 

 


